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• evolution is represented by derivation steps performed by pure context-

free rules in a OL fashion;

• each agent belongs to exactly one subcultural system and one cultural

system;

• relation of cultural system with its subcultural systems is the following:

the string representing state of cultural system contains as a subword

the concatenation of strings representing its subcultural system, where

subcultural states are concatenated in the order of growing indices.

Definition 19.3.1 By a Cultural Grammar System of degree n, where n > 1,

(CG-system, for short) we mean an n + 2-tuple

S = (E, G,

where

— VE is an alphabet,

— PE is a complete finite set of context-free rules overVg,

G=(VG,PG],

— Va is an alphabet,

- PG = pi U PG, where

(i) PG, is a complete finite set of pure context-free rules over al-

phabet VQ and,
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19.3. BRINGING TOGETHER PICTURE & DEFINITIONS 435

(ii) PQ, is a finite set of rules where each rule is of the form

e*i,. -.. ,«„ :

where on € V¿., 1 < i < n, and A —> v is a pure context-free

rule over VG-

where

- KÍ - r 5

Aijk = (Vijh) Pijk,

1 < i < n, 1 < j < r¿, 1 < fe < 5,-j,

where

* Vijk is the alphabet of the agent,

* Pijk is a complete finite set of pure context-free rules over al-

phabet Vijk, ;

* Rfjf. is a finite set of pure context-free rules over alphabet VE,

* -R-íjk zs a fin^e se-t of pure context-free rules over alphabet Vc1,-,
E-". .

* R^jk is a finite set of pure context-free rules over alphabet Va,-,

*

*
x x

The above items are interpreted as follows:
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436 CHAPTER 19. CULTURAL GRAMMAR SYSTEMS

• E represents the environment. VE is the alphabet of environmental

string and P% is the set of evolution rules of E.

• G formalizes genetic system, VG is its alphabet, and PG is the set of evo-

lution rules. PQ contains basic evolution rules, while PQ describes how

cultural systems can constrain genetic evolution. Since PQ is complete,

cultural influence is a weak one.

• Cj represents i-th cultural system with subcultural system K^,..., Ktr..

• KÍJ is j-th subcultural system of cultural system d with agents AÍJI, . . . , AÍJS{J .

• Aijk is fc-th agent of subcultural system KÍJ and cultural system (7»;

Vijk is the alphabet of fc-th agent; P^j, is the set of evolution rules of the

agent; Rjjjk is a set of rules that describe actions which can be performed

by the agent on the environment; R^k is a set of rules that describe

action rules that can be used by the agent in order to modify current

state of cultural system GÍ] RÍJ'¿ are action rules that agent can use to

modify current state of subcultural system] tfyk determines, according

to current states of environment and genetic system, which rules can

be used at that moment in agent evolution] </>^fc determines, according

agent current state, the set of action rules from which agent can choose

one to apply on environmental state at that moment; $jk determines,

according to current states of agent, cultural system C¿, and subcultural

system KÍJ , the set of action rules from which agent can select one to

perform an action on cultural system C¿; «j^J? determines, according to

current states of agent, cultural system Ci, and subcultural system KÍJ,

the set of action rules from which agent can select one to perform an

action on subcultural system KÍJ.

The above definition provides a static description of Cultural Grammar

System. Its dynamics is done by changing its states.
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19.3. BRINGING TOGETHER PICTURE & DEFINITIONS 437

Definition 19.3.2 Let S = (E, G, Cít..., Cn)} n > 1, le a Cultural Gram-

mar System as in Definition 19.3.1.

By a state aofSwe mean a 5-tuple of arrays

a = (Ms, Ma, MA,MK, Mc),

where

ME = (WE), where WE € V¿ is the current state of environment,

MG = (WG)I where WQ G VQ is the current state of genetic system,

• MA = (7»jfc), 1 < i < n, 1 < j < r¿, 1 < k < s{j, where 7^ 6 V*jk is

the current state of agent A¿^,

• MK = (A'¿)> 1 < i < n, 1 < -j < r¿, where fy e V£. is the current state

of subcultural system KJJ or the state of the (ij}—th subculture,

• MO — (a,-), 1 < i < n, where a,- 6 V£. is the current state of cultural

system d or the state of the i-th culture, and for every i, 1 < i < n,

AlA'2 • • • A>¿ is a substring of ai.

Observe that the state of a cultural system contains as a subword the

concatenation of states of its subcultural systems

In the following definition we define how Cultural Grammar System changes

its states. Since subcultural systems determine the state of their cultural

system, change of cultural system state follows change of state of its corre-

sponding subcultural systems.

Definition 19.3.3 Let S = (£, G, Ci , . . . , <7n), n > 1, be a Cultural Gram-

mar System as in Definition 19.3.1.
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438 CHAPTER 19. CULTURAL GRAMMAR SYSTEMS

Let <n - (ME,MG,MA,MK,MG} and <r2 = (M^,M^,MA,M^,Ma) be

two states o/S as defined in Definition 19.3.2.

We say that state &i directly enters into state crj, written as OY=¿> cr2, (/f

t/ie following conditions hold:

Let ME = {IÜB} ¿ = {tf£}. Suppose that

WE = . . . Amzm+i,

where A; £ VE, 0 < I < m, 2t € V|, 0 < í < m + 1. Tfcen,

where AI — >• u¡ Ç ^fjk(liik) *!~ Rfjki for some i-iii k where 1 < ¿ < n, 1 <

J ^ n j 1 5í fc ̂  s¿j; ana the rules AI — + u¡, O < I < m, are performed 6y

m different agents. Strings z't, 0 < í < m + 1, are obtained from strings

z\ by applying rules of PE in an OL manner.

• Leí Ma = and M'G = {^o}- Suppose that

wa = A0Al ...Ar¡

where A¡ G VG, 0 < / < m. Then

where for each AI —* u¡, O < I < m, either A\ —> u¡' Ç P¿, or /or some

.w,-j 1' < í < n, u¿ ¿ sa substring of a,-, i/ie state o/ cultural system (7,,

and (ui, . . . , un) : A; —^ u¡ ¿s a rule in PG.
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19:3. BRINGING TOGETHER PICTURE & DEFINITIONS 439

• Let MA = ('jijk) and M'A = (7^), 1 < i < n, 1 < j < r¿, 1 < k < s,-,-.

Then 7-^ is obtained from ^jk by applying rules in ^ijk(wE^a) Q P¡jk

in an OL manner.

• Let MK = (Aj) ana M'K — (/3^.), 1 < i < n, 1 < j < r¿. Suppose that

. . . Bmym+i,

where BI e VCi, 0 < / < m, yt 6 V¿., 0 < í < m + 1, 1 < ; < r¿. TAen

- .
where v¡ <EVcJ.,Q < I < m,l < j < r¿, ari¿ 5; -> t>; 6 ^-fc (cv¿, A

-^tjfc /or SOÍ7ie A;, 1 < fe < 3¿j, moreover, rules B¡ — > v/, O < I < m, are

performed by m different agents.

Let MO = ¿ = (aj), 1 < ¿ < n.

u = Ai . . . pir. and let u' = /% . . . /3'ir., where fi. G V¿., 1 < i <

n, 1 < j < r¿ ¿5 t/ie staíe o/ t/ie subcultural system KÍJ in state a-i,

determined above. Suppose that

ai = x0A0 . . . xi-iuxiAi . . . Amxmxm+i,

where At e VCí, O < t < m, O < / < m, xh € V%, O < Ti < m+ 1.

. vmxm+i,

where At -> vt E ^(a,-, A

.A;, 1 < k < Sij, moreover, rules At

m different agents.

-^or some •?> 1 - ^ - r¿'
O < t < m, are performed by
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The above items can be interpreted as follows:

• Environmental state (ME] is modified at some places by weak actions of

some active agents. Remaining symbols change according to its evolu-

tion rules. Each active agent is allowed to perform exactly one action.

• Change of genetic system state (Ma] is due to genetic evolution rules,

which can be weakly constrained by cultural systems.

• State of agent A^ (MA) is modified according to its evolution rules

which are constrained by current states of environment and genetic

system.

State of subculture KÍJ is modified by agents actions.

• State of culture d (Me) is modified by agents actions in such places

which were not affected by the change of the state of subcultural sys-

tems.

The development of Cultural Grammar System can be described by the

sequences of its 'states following directly each other. We could, of course,

associate languages to Cultural Grammar Systems but, for our purpose of

characterizing the dynamics of Cultural Grammar Systems, state sequences

appear to be more suitable tools.

Definition 19.3.4 Let S = (E, G, Ci, . . . , Cn] be a Cultural Grammar Sys-

tem defined as above and let <TO be a state o/S. The set of state sequences of

S starting from initial state <TO is

where cr¿ ==> <TJ+I, i > 0.
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Figure 19.8: Cultural Grammar System

The formal apparatus presented above can be summed up in figure 19.8

The following example could illustrate the functioning of Cultural Gram-

mar Systems.

Example 19.3.5 Let S = (E, G, Ci) be a Cultural Grammar System where:

-VE = {a},

- PE = {a -> a},

= (V0,Pa),

- PG = P¿ U P% where
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442 CHAPTER 19. CULTURAL GRAMMAR SYSTEMS

where

A = ), where

= {a -* a4},

= {d

- 7/)Xli (u, to) = Plla , for u

- (f)^ (u, w, z) = R^, for u € V^ and w, z e V£,

— (f)^1 (u, w, z) = Ri*1, for u Ç Vi!" and w, z Ç. V¿£.

Let consider the following initial state6 :

= (a, c, 6, cZ,

6For simplicity, we will consider that state of culture does not contain in its string the

concatenation of subcultures. In our example, we consider that culture contains only those

symbols that are exclusive of culture and that do not form part of subculture. In this way

we could consider that cultural symbols affected by agent actions are those that have not

been affected by changes in subcultural state. Therefore, we can perform both cultural

and subcultural changes simultaneously, because we presuppose that subword representing

the concatenation of subcultures is not present in culture (it does not need to be present

because it cannot be modified: it has been already modified in subculture state).
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We start derivation by applying agent rule R^ to the string of the en-

vironment according to (frf (u); evolution rule P@ to genetic system; PII ,

according to ^>1:li(u,tu), to the agent; and rules R^1 and R±* to subculture

and culture string, respectively -according to (j)^ (u, w, z] and ̂  (u,w,z).

(a, c, 6, d, d) =3- (a4, c, 6, d2, d4)

From that point, we have to proceed by rewriting one symbol of the environ-

ment (E) according to R^ , while the rest of symbols will evolve according

to PE- On genetic system (G) and agent we continue applying P@ and P^ ,

respectively. Subculture and culture strings will be rewritten according to R^1

and R-L* , respectively.

(a4, c, 6, d\ d4) =* (a7, c, 6, d3, d7} =* (a1!), c, 6, d4,

(^3, c, 6, d5, i?3) =>...=> (a3'+x, c, 6, d*1, ¿

It follows that

, (To) = {a3''+1, ç, 6,
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Chapter 20

Cultural Grammar Systems

and Language Change: A Sort

of Example

'The relation of language to culture, then, is that of part to

whole. Theory and method applicable to one must have implica-

tions/or the other.' [Goodenough, 1966, p. 37].

In this chapter we will try to exemplify how Cultural Grammar Systems

work, by applying the model to the study of language evolution.

Before going further, it is worth to leave clear that our concern here is not

with evolution of language, in general, from some earlier and less complicated

animal signaling system - that is, with the evolution of human communication.

Rather, our interest here is with how contents of particular languages evolve

or change and how families of related languages come into being. Our concern,

thus, is with micro- rather than macro-evolution -with the systematic aspect

of change rather than with developmental stages.

We do not intend to present here a deep study of language change, of

445
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446 CHAPTER 20. ... A SORT OF EXAMPLE

course. We just want to give an example of how the dynamics of linguistic

evolution could be described using our Cultural Grammar Systems. Even

though we are trying just to exemplify, few words about language change are

in order. To know more about how language evolves, the reader is referred to

[Aitchison, 1991, Labov, 1994, Lass, 1980, McMahon, 1994, Lightfoot, 1999,

Milroy & Milroy, 1985,Bever fe Langendoen, 1971, Harris & Campbell, 1995,

Hoijer, 1966, Lieberman, 1984, Brenzinger, 1992, Rauch fe Carr, 1983].

20.1 Language Change

If there is something obvious is that languages change. Languages are conti-

nously in flux. Related languages, which belong to the same group or family,

were once the same language. This is, they are derived, due to the operation

of 'linguistic change' over long periods of time, from a single, earlier ancestor

language.

Linguistic change has been attributed to a great number of factors that

embrace all the aspects of human, social, mental and environmental life. 'Ne-

cessity' is one of the most recurrent reasons to explain changes in language

(cfr. [Aitchison, 1991]). This is, a language changes as far as speakers' ne-

cessities change. That this is so can be justified by thinking of the case when

speakers may have to refer to some unfamiliar object or concept for which

they have no word in their own language, in this case they have to introduce

a new one with the consequent linguistic -semantic in this case- change. But

necessity, of course, is not the only cause for linguistic change. Social factors

as fashion or foreign influences can, and do, provoque changes in language, as

well. This type of factors are qualified as sociolingüístic causes (or external)

for change, but psycholinguistic and physiological causes (or internal) have

also been identified (cfr. [Aitchison, 1991, Harris & Campbell, 1995]).
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20.1. LANGUAGE CHANGE 447

Internal and external causes give and answer to why languages change,

to which are the possible reasons for a language to change. But, we need

to answer another important question: who? Who changes languages? Do

they change alone? Literature of language change often treats language as an

entity independent of its speakers, given the idea that language changes itself.

But it would be very naive to think that languages evolve by their own inertia,

without anybody changing them. We should never lose sight of the fact that

languages are spoken by people, consequently, speakers and only speakers

are who change languages. Notice that this assertion is not equivalent to say

that speakers are necessarily conscious of changing language neither that they

intend to make changes. Many are the authors (cfr. [Milroy & Milroy, 1985,

Holmes, 1992, Aitchison, 1991]) who explictly recognize and stress this idea:

it is not languages that change, but speakers who change them.

But independently on why languages evolve and who are the artificers

of that change, if there is a feature in language evolution that is very well

documented this is its extremely rapidity and continuity. Rapid and con-

tinuous innovation is an inherent property of language. Some authors (cfr.

[Donald, 1991]) have pointed out that language, as culture, seems to evolve

by non-genetic means and, because of that, at a rate which is orders of mag-

nitude faster than genetic evolution. That language change is a fast process

is evident if we consider that during our lifetime we can be witnesses of mod-

ifications in our language. However, in spite of this speed we cannot lose

sight that we use language to communicate, so linguistic change is unlikely to

occur in catastrophic ways that impede or prevent intergenerational commu-

nication. Therefore, language cannot change so rapidly that speakers of im-

mediately succeeding generations lose the ability to communicate; communi-

cability must be preserved (cfr. [McMahon, 1994, Harris & Campbell, 1995]).

The features we have isolated till now in language change - speaker-made,
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448 CHAPTER 20. ... A SORT OF EXAMPLE

rapidity, external and internal causes- resembles very much the traits pointed

out when we have talked about cultural evolution. In fact, there are many

scholars that equate language and culture, treating both as organized systems

of standards for behavior. Goodenough, for example, emphasizes that when

we speak of a society's culture as things one must know in order to conduct

oneself acceptably as a member of that society, we are referring to a number of

distinct standards, not just one, and one of these standards -a very relevant

one- is surely language. We could say -following Goodenough- that 'both

language and culture belong to the same order of phenomena, language being,

of course, a part of culture.' [Goodenough, 1981, p. 56]. If we consider

language as a part of culture, we should expect the content of language to

have clear parallels with the content of culture. We could even consider

linguistic change as a part of the wider process of cultural change. Changes

in language -since language is an important part of the cultural pattern-

should take place, in part at least, in response to cultural changes in general.

[Hoijer, 1966] presents several examples in which periods of significant change

in culture are roughly coincident with marked shifts in linguistic structure.

So, from all the above follows that language is culture, and that we could

explain language change as we explain cultural evolution. There are authors

that dare to assert that 'the history of language (whatever its physiological,

physical and perceptual substrates) is in essence culture history.' [Lass, 1980,

p. 3]. But not for everybody is so obvious that language is part of culture.

Lenneberg, for example, examines language in order to 'decide in which of its

aspects we must assume it to be a genetically determined trait and in which

of its aspects it might be the result of cultural activity.' [Lenneberg, 1965, p.

582]. The author presents four critera1 which distinguish in man biologically

''•The four criteria are the following:

1. No intraspecies variation versus Intraspecies variations correlated with social orga-

nizations.
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determined from cultural determined behavior. After applying those criteria

to language, he arrives to the conclusion that verbal behavior in many impor-

tant respects resembles the biological type, while in others respects it bears

the sign of cultural and purposive activity.

Up to now, we have referred to language change as an indivisible stone, as

if every part of language would change in the same way and at the same time.

But language change could, and should, be studied at different levels. Even

though no component of natural language is totally immune to change, they

show a distinct level of susceptibility to change. In general, it has been said

that semantics is most easily and radically affected by change than phonology,

morphology and syntax, in that specific order.

20.2 Language Change in terms of Cultural

Grammar Systems

Let gather together some of the basic features of language change we have

individuated in the above section:

« language is continuously in flux;

• internal -psycholinguistic and physiological- causes can be found in lan-

guage change;

2. No history within species 'versus Only history within species.

3. Evidence for inherited predisposition versus No evidence for inherited predisposition.

4. Presumption of specific organic correlates versus No assumption of specific organic

correlates.
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• external -sociolingüístic- causes have an important role in linguistic evo-

lution;

• language change is speaker-made;

• 'Necessity ' is one of the more recurrent reasons to explain changes in

language;

• language change is very rapid;

• language is part of culture, but depends also on genetic inheritance

factors.

Those features justify somehow the exemplification we would like to present

in this section. Language change, according to what has been said, is speaker-

made, fast, due to external and internal causes and arises because of necessity

of some specific moments. Things being like that, changes in language seems

to be quite close to changes in culture, in fact language change could be con-

sidered a small part of that wider process that is culture evolution. So, if

linguistic and cultural changes are so similar, why not to describe the former

using the framework we have proposed for the latter?

For applying Cultural Grammar Systems to language change we have to

start by rethinking or reinterpreting components of our formal framework in

linguistic terms. Let E = (JS, G, Ci , . . . , C'n), be a Cultural Grammar System

as defined in Definition 19.3.1. Its components will be understood in our

example as follows:

• E = (Ve, PS), is the environment, the natural conditions where speakers

are living. And contains, as always, an alphabet and a set of rules

according to which it evolves. So, till now nothing different.
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G — (VG,PG)I is» as always, genetic system which contains its own

paticular rules and which determines physiological, anatomical and ge-

netic features of speakers. It is very important to emphasize this fact,

because these innate predispositions will condition somehow the range

of variance in some specific type of linguistic change, as can be the

phonetic one.

• GÍ — {Kin • • • j -^ tV-)} 1 < * 5; ni ri ^- 1) should be understood as a

language made up by several dialects.

• KÍJ = {Aiji, . . . , A{jSij}, 1 < j < ri, S{ j > 1, is equivalent in our example

to a dialect made up by a group of speakers.

• A{jk = ( V ^ P y * , ^ , , , ^ , ^ , , ) , 1 < t < n, 1 <

j < ri, 1 < k < Sij, is, of course, a speaker of a specific j-dialect and

¿-language.

To understand the relation between language, dialect and agent, immagine

we have a group of speakers each of them with his own set of linguistic rules

or, what is the same, with his own idiolect, this is, his individual version

of what he perceives to be a particular dialect or language. If the range of

variance among the idiolects -this is, set of rules- of some speakers is not so big

as to impede too severely their ability to communicate with one another, we

will assemble them in a dialect. In turn, if the variance between two different

dialects do not prevent the understanding between speakers belonging to each

of them, we will group those two dialects in the same language.

Once we have identified components, the next step is to make clear how we

understand the three most important ones for our example, namely language,

dialect, speakers.

Language and dialect will be understood -as culture and subculture-, not

as a set of rules (in formal language terms), but as a string of symbols, a
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state, a set of 'social laws,' a set of information that will guide and restrict

speakers linguistic behavior. As we have defended in the case of cultures and

subcultures, language and dialects are not behavior, they are not actions, but

knowledge or information that specify that behaviour -verbal behaviour in

this case.

Speakers will have a set P^ of evolution rules that will be applied, accord-

ing to current state of physical environment and taking into account genetic

system (i/'tjfc)- It is very important to emphasize this influence of the genetic

system on speakers if we want to speak about linguistic changes. Why? It is

simple, some of the changes in language will depend very much on the physio-

logical and anatomical traits of humans, and those traits would be determined

innately by their genetic inheritance.

They will have a set R®k of rules to act on the physical environment that

will be applied attending the mapping (j)fjk, which takes into account the state

of the agent in order to select which action to perform in the environmental

state.

And, very important for our example, they will have a set of rules R®jk for

acting on their language. These set of rules could be understood as 'linguistic

rules' in a broad sense, including all the linguistic knowledge a speaker must

know in order to communicate with other speakers of the same language.
TC' '

Next to that set of rules, they will have another one, R^¿, that will be used

to linguistically act on the smaller subgroup to which every speaker belongs,

to their subculture or, in language terms, to their dialect2.

2This distinction of language and dialect can be judged as artificial, or not real, since

it seems that there are not clear criteria to say when a linguistic system is a language

and when is a dialect. Anyway, leaving aside all the controversy that language/dialect

dichotomy has caused in linguistic circles, we retain useful, for our example, to distinguish

language from dialed.
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Notice that distinction between language and dialect rules is quite natural.

Immagine a speaker of language A that lives in an area where dialect K A is

spoken. When the speaker communicates with people inside his own area

he will use KA dialect rules, of course. But if he goes outside his area and

intends to communicate with people unfamiliar with K A dialect, he will use

A language rules.

So, speakers have two sets of rules, one to speak (i.e. act) in his language

and the other to speak in his own dialecfi. But, of course, speakers are not

completely free to apply these sets of rules. They cannot use whatever rule

they want to, because they would run the risk of utilizing rules not allowed

by the language anymore, of using words already extincted in it or, simply,

of employing ungrammatical structures. Immagine, for example, a Spanish

speaker from the 15th century trying to apply his linguistic knowledge in

the 20th century Spanish without considering all the changes language has

suffered since then: his speech would turn out to be a little bit strange. So,

before applying any rule speakers have to make sure of what is allowed by

the state of the language in that precisely moment. At long last, speakers

are heavily constrained in his linguistic behavior by the language they speak.

When we say that we speak language A, we are just stating that we follow

carefully the rules, the laws of A language. Therefore, any change in the state

of the language will have consequences in our verbal behavior.

How to control this heavily dependence of speakers actions on the state of

the language (or dialect) in our formal model? We have already defined two

mappings that will account for that fact: <^'fc, <^?. The former will control

actions of speakers on their respectively languages, while the latter will do

the same regarding to dialects. What do those mappings mean? They state

that before the production of any speech, the speaker must take into account

which is his current knowledge of the language (or dialect) -state of the agent,

3Of course, both sets have rules in common.
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what is allowed by his language at that moment -state of the language- and

what is permitted by his dialect. Taking all these circumstances into account,

he could choose the allowed actions to be performed in order to produce his

speech. Notice that according to how we have defined those mappings, the

state of agent, language and dialect will not select just one rule to be applied,

but a set of rules from which the speaker will choose one. In this way we leave

the speaker enough freedom in using his language. This freedom will cause,

as we will see, innovations that will result sometimes on changes in language.

Now, knowing which are the components we will play with, and once we

have identified the elements that build up each of them, it is time to afford

the exemplification of language change according to the dynamics of Cultural

Grammar Systems.

We have defined the state of a Cultural Grammar System as an 5-tuple

of arrays a\ — (ME,MG,MA,MK,MC) (cfr. Definition 19.3.2), and we have

defined its dynamics as the change of its state, this is as the change of each

of the five states defined in a (cfr. Definition 19.3.3). Taking into account

that here we are interested in language change and not in environmental

or genetic evolutions, we will limit our explanation to changes of the states

MA-, M.KI Me, this is the the evolution of what we have identified as speakers,

dialects and languages. In what respects to MB,MG, we will assume they

will evolve as defined in Definition 19.3.3.

Let consider a set of speakers Ai,...,An each belonging to exactly one

language C i and one dialect KÍJ. Each speaker will be allowed to speak (act)

only on his own language and on his own dialect. At the same time each

speaker will be constrained just by his own language and his own dialect. For

example, if Spanish speakers speak just Spanish and Italian people use just

Italian language, the Spanish will take into account by no means the state of

Italian language nor Italian people will consider Spanish current state. So, a

given speaker will know just one language, being allowed to use and modify
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only that language, and being constrained just by the state of that language.

Well, we have a set of speakers using their linguistic rules, taking always

into account the states of their own languages and dialects as well as their

own knowledge. This is, we have people speaking, producing everyday heaps

of sentences and trying to follow, more or less, in those speeches what is

allowed by the current state of their languages. In Cultural Grammar Sys-
TC' • TC- •

terns terms this means to apply rules from (f>ijk(ctii0ij>'Yijk)· Ç= RÍJ¿ ari(l from
(í>i/k(a^ flij,"fijk) Ç R-îjk) ^his isi action rules performed on the state of lan-

guage and dialect, and allowed by those states as well as by the state of the

agent.

Speakers, then, will perform actions -will produce sentences- on their own

language and dialect environments, everyday. Those actions will follow the

set of rules selected by the current state of language, this is, they will respect

the 'laws' of language. But, from time to time, speakers make mistakes,

they misunderstand some rule, and they produce uiigrammatical sentences,

spelling mistakes, errors of pronunciation, etc. Notice that since we have

defined the mappings above as selecting a set of rules -and not just one rule-

from which the speaker can choose one to be applied, we can account for

errors by adducing that the choice of the speaker has not been the optimum,

even though it can be somehow accepted by the language.

We could consider that speakers have a set of possibilities whenever they

have to produce a sentence, all of them allowed by the language they speak.

Those possibilities represent different degrees of 'grammaticality' or 'accept-

ability.' Speakers must choose one of those possibilities. Their choices can

range from the most grammatical sentence to the less acceptable structure,

keeping always the understandability. So, we could say that the set of action

mies selected by the mapping according to the state of the language contains

all those rules that will produce sentences -grammatical or ungramatical- that

can be understood by a native speaker of the language. To choose the gram-
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matical option or to produce an illform sentence is on speaker's hands. Do
not forget, in this respect, that we can, and do, understand ungramrnatical

sentences or bad pronunciations with more or less effort. On the other hand,
if every speaker would always follow the established rules of the language,

without allowing himself the littlest deviation from the norm, there will be

no change in language! So, we cannot force the speaker with our mapping
to use only one -the grammatical one- rule, we have to leave him enough

freedom to innovate, but restricting this freedom somehow in order to keep

speaker in his language and prevent him from innovations that would impede
communicability. This is the function of the mapping.

So, speakers will use language in their everyday activity following, more
or less, the laws of their language. In Cultural Grammar System terminology,

they will apply actions on language and dialect strings. From time to time an

individual or group of individuals may produce a novel pronunciation, a new

structure, a new word. This is, the speaker will choose, among the set of rules

allowed by the state of language, a rule that it is not the commonest, a rule
that goes somehow outside the norm. This novel pronunciation or structure
-action, in our terms- will introduce variation in the speech community to

which the speaker belongs. The innovation -the new action- may be adopted

by more speakers causing a change in the norms of the community. This
is -in our terminology- the action performed by the speaker either may not

affect any symbol or may introduce an important modification on the string

representing the dialect state, a modification that will remain on that state

and that will constrain speakers under its influence. If latter case holds,
action that has started as a speaker innovation and that has spread within

a dialect (after being adopted by every speaker of the dialect) may become

the expected, or standard usage, being incorporated into the shared linguistic

system of native speakers. This is, what was just a innovation may affect the

language, causing change.
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From all the above follows that we have to distinguish speaker innovation

-actions of agents- from language change - changes in the string of language.

The main idea is that languages do not innovate; they are speakers who

innovate. The reflexes of speaker-innovations are then observed in language

states, where they appear as systematic and rule-governed linguistic change.

So, in our terminology, speakers innovate with their actions, and those actions

have effects on the language state causing language change, this is evolution

on the state of language. But in no case language can change without the

innovations of speakers, language has not own evolution rules that allow it to

change without the direct action of speakers. This is clear if we think that a

language that it is not spoken by anybody will neither evolve nor change at

all.

It should be clear, also, that not every innovation leads to change. Some

may remain ideolectal features of the innovator; others may reach the speaker's

immediate community but go no further; but some innovations will spread

into other communities and will cause linguistic change. This is also clear in

our model: there will be some innovative rules that will be used by only one

speaker whenever he acts on the language state, they will belong to the set

of rules of the An speaker; but other rules may enter to form part of the di-

alect state, being shared by a group of speakers and constraining their verbal

behaviour; finally, some of those dialectal rules may enter to form part of the

state of the language, producing a linguistic change.

Summing up, speakers with his everyday use of language are the respon-

sible for language evolution. How? They perform, without being conscious,

innovative actions on the state of their dialect, these speakers innovations can

be adopted by the rest of speakers making up the subgroup or dialect. And,

being the dialect a part of language (remember that in our definition, con-

catenation of subcultures strings was a subword of the culture), those changes

introduced in a dialect can pass to form part of the whole system, this is, of
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the language, guiding in this way actions of all the speakers of that specific

language.

We have touched in the above paragraph the issue of 'consciousness.' It is

important to emphasize that, even though speakers are always the responsible

for language change, they are not always conscious of doing so. The main part

of times, as we have stressed above, innovations in language arise from some

misunderstanding, from some error in using language. Therefore, speakers

change language because they use language, and this use involves possible

involuntary and small innovations that with time can, and often do, result

in language change. Our model could account for these unconscious changes:

agents act on language string, modifying the symbols it contains, so producing

changes in the state of language.

But, of course, change is not always 'unconscious.' Sometimes speakers

introduce deliberately a change in their language. Think for example in cases

when speakers have to refer to an unfamiliar object or concept for which they

have no word in their language. Speakers in these cases introduce consciously

a new word, with the consequent linguistic change. They are, thus, changing

their languages because they feel the necessity of doing so. In those cases,

we have to speak of conscious changes. In fact, when we have been speaking

about language evolution in the above section, we have said that one of the

most recurrent causes to explain language change is 'necessity.' It would not

be too difficult to account for those 'conscious' changes, led by necessity, in our

formal model: we have said that speakers' actions are selected by a mapping

that takes into account the state of agent, the state of language and the state

of dialect; so, if the current state of those three components demands a specific

action -namely, a new word to refer to something- the corresponding mapping

will select the set of rules that will bring to the performance of that action.

This is, if there is the necessity of change -if there is the need of introducing

a new word- this necessity will be reflected on the state of language (or on
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the state of agent), and that state will constrain (via mapping) the action to

be performed by the agent, so the state -the necessity- will lead the agent to

innovate, to introduce the new word, to change the language state.

With the above explanation, we have tried to account for changes that

present external causes. Those types of changes are the main part of times

semantic changes, they affect the lexicon of a language, and they are strongly

motivated by cultural needs. But what about phonetic changes. In general,

it is said that phonetic changes depend on internal causes. These causes are

based on limitations and potentials of human speech production and percep-

tion -that is, they are determined for the most part by the physical realities

of human biology. These internal causes include physical explanations in-

volving the physiology of human speech organs and psychological or cognitive

explanations involving the perception, processing and learning of language.

How could we account for these physical constraints in phonetic change using

Cultural Grammar Systems?

We have said that actions of speakers are selected using a mapping that

takes into account, among other things, the current state of the speaker. We

have said also that evolution of an agent -and, therefore, its state- is deter-

mined to a large extent by their genetic inheritance, this is by the state of

genetic system. So, according to this, any action of a speaker -since it will

depend on its state, and this one, in turn, will be determined by its genetic

inheritance- will be heavily influenced by its genetics. In other words, to make

any phonetic change, a speaker will be constrained by its physiological and

anatomical (then, genetic) features. Speakers will change the sounds of their

language as far as its organs of speech allow them to do so. Speakers cannot

produce whatever sound they want to, they have some physiological limita-

tions that they cannot ignore when they make a phonetic change. So, this type

of changes, phonetic changes, are more determined by internal causes -this is,

by genetic factors- than by external -cultural- ones. Maybe this difference be-
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tween changes determined by cultural conditions and changes determined by
genetic factors explains why semantic change (culturally determined) is much
faster that phonetic evolution (genetically constrained). Therefore, agreeing
with our initial idea that genetic evolution is miich slower than cultural one,
changes depending on genetic factors (phonetic changes) are less suscepti-
ble of happening, while changes that rely on cultural circumstances are very

common and rapid.

So, with all the above we have intended to account for how MA, MC, MK
states change in terms of linguistic evolution. And accounting for that evolu-
tion of states we have tried to describe language change in terms of Cultural
Grammar Systems. If we recall now the features we have pointed out as char-
acteristic of linguistic change, we will see how it could be possible to account
for them using Cultural Grammar Systems:

• Language is continuously in flux. In our model the state of lan-
guage, the string representing it, is continously changing because of
agents actions on it.

• Internal -psycholinguistic and physiological- causes can be found
in language change. We have seen how phonetic change could be de-
scribed by taken into account genetic system influence on the state of
agents. Physiological factors -genetic ones- will influence the state of
agent, that will be, after all, the responsible for change. So, internal
causes -via genetic system- could be found in our model.

• External -sociolingüístic- causes have an important role in lin-
guistic evolution. The state of the cultural system would constrain
which rules to use at any moment, so any cultural necessity would have

an effect on the actions to be performed. If needs would ask for a lin-
guistic change, speakers -determined by the cultural necessity- would
produce the change.
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• Language change is speaker-made. It is clear for the definition

we give for language in our Cultural Grammar System, that language

cannot evolve alone, because it has no means to do it. Language is

just a string of symbols, and only agents -speakers- have the capacity

of changing that string. So in our model, as in the real world, speakers

and only speakers are the responsible for language change.

• 'Necessity' is one of the more recurrent reasons to explain

changes in language. We have seen how necessity in states of agents

or languages can produce change. Since rules to be applied at any

moment are selected -via mapping- taking into account current states

of speakers, dialects, and languages it should not be difficult to account

for 'necessity' as one of the causes of change. 'Necessity' in our model

could be nothing else than a specific state of the language.

• Language change is very rapid. According to what we have said

from the very beginning, if language change is like cultural one, or if it

is part of it, it must be very fast. And our model could account for that

speed, by including part of the changes of language -namely, semantic

changes- in the cultural environment.

• Language is part of culture, but depends also on genetic in-

heritance factors. This is shown in our model by the fact of consid-

ering agents the responsible for any use or change of language. Agents

-speakers- are, by definition, determined and constrained by two sys-

tems of inheritance: genetic and cultural. So anything that depends on

agents must depend on genetic and cultural factors.

This chapter has intended to be nothing else that a simple exemplification

of how Cultural Grammar Systems could work in the field of linguistic change.

We just wanted to check if Goodenougll quotation -with which we have started
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the chapter- come true with our formal framework. We hope, that after

looking at the example we have provided, the reader will continue thinking

that 'The relation of language to culture, is that of part to whole. Theory and

method applicable to one must have implications for the other. '
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Chapter 21

Conclusions &¿ Future Work

21.1 Conclusions

The choice of developing a mathematical theory, in this case a formal lan-

guage theory, to account for cultural matters presents some disadvantages,

the most important being the over-simplification. That simplification implies,

of course, the danger of distortion when applied to such a great phenomena

as the cultural one.

In our Cultural Grammar Systems, we have assumed that agents belong

to exactly one culture and one subculture, when the reality tells us that this

is not so in an important number of cases. We have not considered mutual

influences among cultures and subcultures, neither direct influences among

agents when obviously those situations take place in the real world. All of

them are simplifications, abstractions that we have had to adopt in order

to not complicate excessively the formalization. It seems, therefore, that to

keep a model of cultural evolution simple implies deliberately to omit many

details that can be thought otherwise important. However, very detailed

models present several disadvantages too:

• they are not useful for representing generic processes;
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• they are hard to understand;

• they are difficult to analyze;

• they are often no more useful than simple models.

Therefore, even though recognizing the danger of applying a formal model

to cultural change, we have to agree about the fact that a formal theory is

always more precise that a verbal one. After all, nonformal theories avoid the

oversimplification at the expense of ambiguity.

The model we have proposed, as any other theory that intends to be

useful, results from an attempt of establishing a good balance between two

competing desiderata:

1. be simple enough,

2. and at the same time approximate how the world actually does work.

Because of that -even though recognizing in our model the recriminable sin

of over-simplification- I think that we should agree that Cultural Grammar

Systems reach a quite good balance between simplicity and adequacy to how

cultural change actually takes place. A good sign of this is that our formal

model seems to be able of showing -by means of grammatical tools only- many

of the features that researchers dealing with cultural change have pointed out

in their works. Among those traits of cultural change captured by Cultural

Grammar Systems we can enumerate the following ones:

• The necessary distinction among three fundamental concepts, namely

genes, culture and environment, pointed out by many researchers

in the field of cultural evolution is perfectly reflected in our division

among genetic system, cultures anà physical environment.
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« The relatively 'external' position occupied by the environment, which

-according to some authors- is not strongly affected by evolutionary

changes in the population, is present in our framework where the envi-

ronment constrains the evolution of agents, but evolves freely applying

its own evolution rules (independent on agents) and being only weakly

affected by agents' actions on its string.

• Almost every researcher dealing with cultural evolutionary matters has

pointed out the key role of man in the change of cultural systems. This

is, precisely, one of the features that best distinguishes cultural from

biological change. Of course, our model could not skip this important

feature. Cultural Grammar Systems capture that active role of human

beings in cultural change by making agents the only component in the

framework able to change the state of culture. In fact, we have em-

phasized many times that cultures in our model cannot evolve without

agents' actions. We have stressed that cultures do not have evolution

rules as the genetic system does; in Cultural Grammar Systems as in

the real world, man and only man is responsible for cultural change.

9 Differences in the rates of evolution between cultural and genetic sys-

tems is one of the most repeated features in the literature of cultural

change. The general idea is -as we have already said- that culture

evolves faster than genetics. Of course, also our model reflects the dif-

ference in the rates of changing. For doing so, we distinguish the way of

changing the state of genetic system from the way of altering cultural

system state: while genetic system evolves by means of its evolution

rules, cultl·ire does so by means of agents' actions. Agents' actions on

culture state make change of this one faster than evolution of genetic

system that depends only on its evolution rules to change its state and

that, consequently, is slower.
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its'

• Another important issue when we try to describe culture and cultural

change is the distinction between culture and behavior. That culture is

not behavior is obvious from the usual fact that two individuals with

identical sets of cultural rules may behave differently in different envi-

ronments. In our model, this distinction is perfectly captured because

culture is defined as a string containing some symbols representing cus-

toms, habits, traditions, 'social laws,' etc., this is, as a string of 'con-

trol mechanisms,' a string that restricts and rules actions -this is, the

behavior- agents will perform. Therefore, in Cultural Grammar Systems

culture is a string of symbols that controls behavior (agents' actions),

but it is not behavior itself.

• Interrelationship, interdependence of culture and genetics has been pointed

out as a very relevant fact. Some authors have made reference to the

influence that culture can exert on genetic evolution and vice versa.

The so-called 'cultural mediation' in genetics and 'genetic mediation'

in culture are also expressed in our framework. In Cultural Grammar

Systems can be easy observed how cultures influence genetic system

by means of some weak constraints on genetic evolution. Regarding

influence of genetics on cultural change, we can say that changes on

genetic system have effects on cultures through the influence that genes

^n agents' evolution. We have to keep in mind that agents are the

"V1e for cultural change, so by controlling agents' evolution,

an indirect influence on culture.

t,

,<ZJ

in'the

among

••4ion we will refer to agents' struggle

T man uses or changes rules of

can make a 'selection by choice'

position. ' Nobody objects to the

aice in cultural change than it has

iso an unquestionable fact that even
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in the freest choice, agents are limited somehow by cultural constraints

of habit, traditions, norms... Some restrictions on agents' freedom of

choice are necessary to avoid chaotic social relations. In our model this

fight between choice and imposition is captured, of course. Agents can

act on their cultural system choosing 'freely' among a set of rules, but

this set of rules has been imposed by the state of their culture. So,

in Cultural Grammar Systems, as in the real world, agents are free to

choose, but they can choose only among those things that have been

somehow imposed by cultural imperatives.

As follows from the above facts, and from all we have stated in this part of

our dissertation, Cultural Grammar Systems could respectably describe the

dynamics of cultural change. Roughly speaking, our model should be viewed

just as a multi-agent system where agents interact among themselves and

with their interrelated environments. But this simplicity in the formalization

should not impede that the model captures many traits of the evolution of

culture and that it makes clear the very active part man plays in cultural

change, in contrast with the relatively passive position he has in biological

evolution.

Summing up, starting from Eco-Grammar Systems we have obtained Cul-

tural Grammar Systems by adding some new components to the former and

by reformulating somehow the relationship among elements. The result has

been a formal framework that could account for cultural evolution -making

clear the differences between cultural and genetic change- and that could an-

swer to the demand of models which explicitly link genetics and culture in

human behavior and evolution.

We assume the limitations of our model for describing such a huge phe-

nomenon as cultural change, but we think that to formally define that process

can help to clarify some ideas. And to use Formal Language Theory, and in
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468 CHAPTER 21. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

particular Grammar Systems -with its ideas of parallelism, cooperation, in-
teraction, emergent behavior, etc.- could help in that difficult task of reducing
culture into formal symbols, as we have tried to demonstrate with our Cul-

tural Grammar Systems.

21.2 Future Work

Immediate future work in Cultural Grammar Systems could be divided in
three different fundamental areas:

1. overcoming limitations by enlarging the model;

2. study of its formal properties;

3. deep study of its applicability to language change.

We have pointed out that our model ignores, for simplicity and necessary

abstraction, some facts that are found whenever one observes how cultural
change takes place. For example, in our model we have considered that an

agent belongs to exactly one culture and one subculture, but, of course, if

we look at what actually happens, things are different. People can belong to

more than one culture at the same time. Just as people can be multilingual,

they can be also multicultural -as pointed out in [Goodenough, 1981]. A
person's membership in a culture-sharing group is determined by the extent to
which he reveals himself as competent in the standards we attribute to other

members of the group. From this point of view, it is possible for someone to

belong to more than one culture-sharing group, for he can be competent in
more than one set of standards.

We have not considered either direct influence among agents, and of

course, it is possible to see how some people influence some other. The same
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can be said for the mutual influence of cultures, and subcultures. Changes

in a culture can influence changes in another one. It is not difficult to name

several customs, habits, words... that our culture has adopted from a dif-

ferent cultural tradition or characteristic cultural uses of ours that we have

exported to other cultures.

We could overcome the lack of all those relationships by enlarging the

model including arrows from agent to agent, culture to culture, subculture to

subculture, and by allowing an agent to be in more than one culture at once.

So, we could enlarge the model in order to obtain something as figure 21.1.

GENETIC SYSTEM

Subculture Subculture^ uubculturen

CULTURE^ CULTUREn

t M t t i t t f t t t t t t t t t t M t t t t t t M
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

Figure 21.1: Future Relationships in Cultural Grammar Systems

Many other circumstances can be studied in Cultural Grammar Systems.

For example, we could consider what happens when a culture arrives to a

saturation situation, this is when the state of cultural system cannot evolve

anymore. We could consider also the case of stagnation or slow evolution in

culture. We could account for the birth and death of agents, as well as for

the split of an unique culture into several new ones, or for the convergence of

many cultures into a single new culture.
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470 CHAPTER 21. CONCLUSIONS à FUTURE WORK

Another area for future research is the formal study of the model. Studies

on generative capacity, complexity or any other formal analysis could help to

know if Cultural Grammar Systems are an interesting framework also from a

formal language theoretical point of view.

An finally, a deep study of the applicability of the model to the field of

language change is in order. We have seen that there are many reasons to

consider the possibility of applying Cultural Grammar Systems to the study

of evolution of languages. We are almost convinced that a deep research on

this area can show the adequateness of Formal Language Theory in general,

and Grammar Systems in particular, in a field traditionally far away from

any 'formalization' as language change.
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Chapter 22

Summary

This part summarizes the main results of the research reported in this thesis

and gives directions for future research. We divide it into three chapters.

In this first one, we offer a brief summary of the research presented in this

dissertation. We present, after, conclusions for each of the parts in which we

have divided the thesis and finally we offer some hints for future work.

The research presented in this thesis focused in applicability of Grammar

Systems Theory. We started the quest with a survey of the main types of

Grammar Systems and some variants of them. We continued with a review of

some of the advantages that this theory presents over classical formal models.

Advantages as easy generation of non-context-free structures using context-

free rules, modularity, parallelism, interaction, distribution, cooperation and

emergent behavior were reviewed and were adduced as important reasons that

back up the possible suitability of this new grammatical tool in accounting

for several issues.

Knowing which useful features are offered by Grammar System Theory,

and after having offered formal definitions, we have tackled the task of show-

ing its possible applicability. We have carried out this task in three steps:

firstly, we have applied the theory to the architecture of natural language

•: . 473
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474 CONCLUDING REMARKS

grammar; secondly, we have tried to show its suitability in accounting for

conversational acts; and finally, we have checked its possible applicability to

description of the basic dynamics of cultural change-

First of all, taking into account traits of modularity, parallelism, interac-

tion, and easy-generation of non-context-free structures, we have considered

that it could be worth to try the application of this theory to the architec-

ture of natural language grammar. Since basic types of Grammar Systems

could result too simple to fully account for the intricate arrangement of com-

ponents in grammar, we have extended the notion of Grammar System to

the notion of Linguistic Grammar System. This new variant combines

several properties of different types of Grammar Systems and could be un-

derstood, basically, as a macro-Grammar System whose components, are not

grammars, but Grammar Systems as well. Linguistic Grammar Systems have

been presented as a general device in which properties as modularity, paral-

lelism, interaction or distribution -that have revealed as very important in

grammatical models- can be captured. Since our intention has been to of-

fer a general device, rather than giving a detailed account of every module

that makes up Linguistic Grammar System, we have put the emphasis in

interaction among modules and in the general design of the system.

We have carried out definition of Linguistic Grammar Systems in two

steps: firstly, we have selected what we have considered could be the most

suitable tools provided by Grammar Systems Theory in order to obtain a

new variant that fits with requirements of modularity, parallelism and in-

teraction and, in general, with the intricate arrangement of components in

natural language grammar. Secondly, having in mind our choices, we have

formally defined Linguistic Grammar Systems. The result of such formaliza-

tion has been a non-centralized, non-returning macro-PCGS with renaming,

having separated alphabets, with two types of communication (command and

request), with the possibility of subword communication and having as com-
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ponents CDGS.

In order to sketch now our generic framework could account for the genera-

tion of natural language, we have offered an informal example in which natural

language expressions could be considered as the language of a Parallel Com-

municating Grammar System -this is, Linguistic Grammar System- whose

components represent the different informational dimensions along which nat-

ural language expressions are supposed to be organized, and where genera-

tion is carried out in a parallel and independent fashion, allowing interaction

among modules.

Secondly, taking as starting point Eco-Grammar Systems -a subfield of

Grammar Systems Theory- we have defined Conversational Grammar

Systems. With this new variant of Grammar Systems we have tried to show

the possible applicability of the theory to description of conversation. Prop-

erties as emergent behavior, dynamism, cooperation, interaction, or the key

role of context and agents have suggested the possible suitability of Grammar

System Theory in accounting for face-to-face interactions.

Closely analyzed, conversation presents all the above features: depen-

dency of conversation on coordination has been pointed out reiteratively: It

is obvious that conversation cannot work without coordination of both con-

tent and process; participants in conversation need coordination in order to

know who speaks when and for how long. Not only coordination is needed in

conversation, but also cooperation among speakers. Very important, as well,

is the emergent nature of conversational acts: content and development of

face-to-face interactions is not fixed in advance, but it emerges throughout

conversation.

Cooperation, coordination, emergent behavior and interaction are, there-

fore, defmitory features of conversation that are formally defined in Grammar

Systems Theory. Other coincidències -as key role of speakers and context in

conversation analysis and in Eco-Grammar Systems, and the action view of
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conversation, easily captured in Grammar Systems Theory- have led us to

suggest the possible applicability of this theory to conversation and to define

the new variant called Conversational Grammar Systems.

Our choice of conversation as a possible candidate to be modelled using

Grammar Systems Theory has been justified adducing the privileged position

of conversation as basic setting for language use, the increasingly interest that

study of conversation has aroused in the last fifty years in several disciplines,

and the existence of multi-agent system approaches to conversation. The

question was: if several authors have suggested the suitability of multi-agent

systems in the study of conversation, why not to apply Grammar Systems

to conversational acts? After all, Grammar Systems Theory has been char-

acterized as a formal language framework for describing multi-agent systems

at the symbolic level. We have faced that challenge, and the result has been

Conversational Grammar Systems.

We have carried out the formalization of Conversational Grammar Sys-

tems step by step, justifying in every case our choices and establishing paral-

lelisms and analogies between tools in our formal framework and the actual

mechanisms in conversation. Essential elements in conversation, namely con-

text and speakers, have been formalized in Conversational Grammar Systems.

Mechanisms as turn-taking system, adjacency pairs or closings have found a

counterpart in our model. Features as dynamism, emergence or coherence

have been accounted for in a formal language fashion. At the end of this

formalization process we have obtained a formal framework that -despite its

simplicity and abstraction- could provide a formal-language-theoretic model

for conversation.

Finally, following the research line opened by Artificial Life and taking

into account that Grammar Systems Theory has already revealed itself as a

suitable tool to formalize real life-like features of an eco-system through the so-

called Eco-Grammar Systems, we have introduced a model that could account
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not only for biological aspects of living beings but also for cultural inheritance

present in human beings. In order to provide such model, we have extended

the notion of Eco-Grammar Systems to the notion of Cultural Grammar

Systems. Such extension could be seen as natural if we take into account,

for example, that in Evolutionary Computation researchers have gone from

Genetic Algorithms to Cultural Algorithms, or that from Artificial Life it has

been suggested the extension to Artificial Culture. So, if those extensions

have been done in Evolutionary Computation and Artificial Life, why not to

go in Grammar Systems from the Eco to the Cultural! We have faced, once

more, the challenge of applying Grammar Systems and, this time, the result

has been Cultural Grammar Systems.

As always, we have carried out definition of Cultural Grammar Systems

in two steps: firstly, we have built our model component by component trying

to justify always the reasons that have led us to introduce every element and

relationship in our formal framework. Secondly, we have tackled formalization

of the model. Again we have formalized our model element by element and

relationship by relationship in order to make clear why we have opted for one

formalization or another. The result has been a multi-agent system -where

agents interact among themselves and with their interrelated environments-

that could account, by means of grammatical tools, for the basic dynamics of

cultural change.

The principal goal in defining Cultural Grammar Systems has been, of

course, to show the possible applicability of Grammar Systems Theory to a

wide range of fields, in this case to the area of cultural change. But in the

definition of this variant we have had a secondary, but important, motivation:

to show the possible applicability of Grammar Systems Theory to the field of

language evolution. We have repeated several times that because of its traits

Grammar Systems seem to be a useful tool to account for linguistic matters,

understanding linguistic in a broad sense, from syntax to pragmatics and in-
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eluding, why not?, language change. It is a truism that language is part of

culture, therefore it could be feasible to think that a model that is able to
account for cultural evolution could describe language change as well. So, if

Cultural Grammar Systems turn out to be an adequate framework for pro-

viding a formal-language-theoretic model for evolution in culture, we could

think that the same model could provide a suitable tool for describing lan-

guage change in terms of formal languages. In order to show such possibility,
we have included a sort of example that tries to apply Cultural Grammar

Systems to language evolution.

So, what can be brought home? We have learnt that Grammar Systems

Theory is not only a good formal language theory from the point of view
of its theoretical properties, but that it could be considered also as a very

interesting and useful tool regarding its applicability. A small proof of such
applicability are the three new variants of Grammar Systems we have defined

in this thesis:

1. Linguistic Grammar Systems.

2. Conversational Grammar Systems.

3. Cultural Grammar Systems.
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Chapter 23

Conclusions

We have started this thesis with the aim of verifying our hypothesis of Gram-

mar Systems applicability. We have checked such possible applicability in

three different issues that a priori, due to its traits and characteristics, seemed

to be potential candidates to be modelled by means of Grammar Systems

Theory. This research has led us to the definition of three new variants of

Grammar Systems that could be considered a small proof of the great suit-

ability of that mathematical tool in a wide range of fields.

Taking into account that parts of this thesis are rather independent -even

though they are linked by their common goal of showing Grammar Systems

usefulness, we will give conclusions for each part in which our work has been

divided.

Part II: Linguistic Grammar Systems. By defining Linguistic Gram-

mar Systems we have tried to offer a Grammar Systems approach for the

architecture of natural language grammar. In other words, we have intended

to show the suitability of this theory to account for the functioning of the

independent dimensions that may be supposed to interact in the generation

of acceptable linguistic structures. What we have obtained is a framework in

which different dimensions are arranged in a modular fashion and work in a

479
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highly parallel way.

Our attempt of application of Grammar Systems Theory to the general

design of grammar has provided quite positive results. Very important has

been the fact of being able to account for modularity, parallelism and inter-

action:

• Modularity. Components of Linguistic Grammar Systems are individual

Grammar Systems that represent various dimensions of grammatical

representations (syntax, semantics, phonology...), they contain different

alphabets, have different rules and generate different languages.

• Parallelism. Modules in our framework are not arranged in a hierar-

chical fashion, but in a highly parallel way. Every module carries out

its task according to its own alphabet and rules and in a complete au-

tonomous fashion. They do not need to: wait for the output of a higher

module in order to start their work: they function in a parallel and

independent way.

• Interaction. Modules are allowed to interact via communication steps.

They can interchange information that can help in their respective

derivation processes and that, at last, will make possible the reach of

their common goal: generation of natural language expressions.

As important as the above features has been the possibility of having at

hand a useful tool for coordinating the work of different modules, in such

a way of being able of obtaining a single language -this is, an expression-

instead of a set of structures, each corresponding to a different level in which

grammar can be divided (syntax, semantics, phonology...). The master of

Linguistic Grammar Systems has fulfilled such role of coordinator element,

essential for obtaining as result of the derivation process a single language

that combines the work made by several modules of the system.
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Adequateness of Linguistic Grammar Systems could be backed up not

only for the features it has, but also for the traits it lacks. Due to its highly

modular and parallel architecture, Linguistic Grammar Systems avoid some

of the assumptions about grammar that have been considered as pernicious

or non-well motivated. Hierarchicality, derivationalism or syntactocentrism

are completely absent from our framework:

• Hierarchicality. By defining Linguistic Grammar Systems as a Parallel

Communicating Grammar Systems where components work simultane-

ously and in a parallel way, we avoid hierarchicality.

• Derivationalism. Modules do not take strings from other components in

order to modify them and generate a different string. In our framework

each module works on its own string without taking as input the output

of higher levels.

• Syntactocentrism. In Linguistic Grammar Systems every module is

placed in the same level. Neither syntax nor other component has a

privileged position in the model we have proposed.

In the last years several grammatical theories have been proposed in which

modularity, parallelism and interaction have been viewed as essential notions

and in which it has been postulated the convenience of avoiding syntactocen-

trism, derivationalism and hierarchicality. This fact leads us to think that

Linguistic Grammar Systems, that combines both requirements, could be a

potential good candidate to account for the architecture of natural language

grammar.

If to the above-mentioned advantages we add that Grammar Systems

allow us to have as components any formal machinery, we can conclude that

Linguistic Grammar Systems offer a real general device that could work no

matter which content we choose to be inside every module. What is important
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in our model is the way in which components are arranged (modularity) and

the manner in which they work (parallelism and interaction), the specific

content of every module will depend on our preferences.

Summing up, we can conclude that Linguistic Grammar Systems, by com-

bining modularity, parallelism, interaction, avoiding hierarchicality, deriva-

tionalism and syntactocentrism and allowing its components to be any type

of formal device, could be considered a potential good candidate to account

for the general design of grammar, or what is the same, for the functioning

of the several grammatical dimensions that work in order to generate natural

language expressions.

The apparent suitability of Linguistic Grammar System in accounting for

the general design of natural language grammar could be considered, thus,

our first proof of the applicability of Grammar Systems Theory.

Part III: Conversational Grammar Systems. This part has been

devoted to application of Grammar Systems Theory to description of con-

versation. The fact of finding in conversation many traits that have been

formally defined in some variants of Grammar Systems has led us to suggest

the possibility of modelling face-to-face interactions using such mathematical

tool.

Study of conversation has been tackled from a wide range of perspectives.

Such amount of studies suggests somehow its susceptibility to be approached

from several and different points of view. So, the question was: Could conver-

sation be described in terms of Formal Languages? Conversational Grammar

Systems is the answer.

Conversational Grammar Systems offer many features that have been

pointed out as characteristic of conversation: coordination, cooperation, in-

teraction, emergence, dynamism and flexibility are some of them.

Key role of participants and context in conversation -and in our formal
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framework- and action view of conversation -defended by some authors and

easy to be captured in our framework- are other important ingredients that

support the apparent suitability of Conversational Grammar Systems in pro-

viding a formal language model for conversation.

In general, we can say that Conversational Grammar Systems seems to

offer counterparts of some of the most important elements and mechanisms

at work in conversation:

• Speakers and context. Every conversation needs at least two parties, is

developed in some time/space coordinates and under the assumption of

some common knowledge. Both speakers and context find their coun-

terparts in Conversational Grammar Systems: agents and environment.

• Development of conversation. Following Bunt's idea of understanding

conversation as a sequence of actions that change context, we have

defined development of conversation as the alternation of evolution and

action steps. Actions are performed on the environmental string by

agents which are heavily constrained by current state of the enviroment.

• Turn-Taking System. The issue of taking turns at talk has been solved in

Conversational Grammar Systems by means of two devices: derivation

modes and internal control.

• Adjacency Pairs. The idea of having an action that determines and

constrains the action that can be performed next -this is, the idea of

adjacency pairs, reactive pressures, dialogue obligations and other sim-

ilar notions- is captured in our formal framework by a mapping: ^t-

• Coherence. Two mappings are also the responsible for keeping coher-

ence in our Conversational Grammar Systems: ^>t- and </?¿.

• Closings. Closing a conversation finds its counterpart in our framework

in the obtaining of a terminal string. Different styles of acceptance
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have been defined in order to account for different ways of closing a

conversation.

Summing up, essential elements, as speakers and context, can have a defi-

nition in Conversational Grammar Systems. Mechanisms as turn-taking sys-

tem, adjacency pairs, closings or coherence seems to be susceptible of being

captured, in its essence, by means of formal language tools. And features

traditionally pointed out as characteristic of conversation -such as, speaker

change recurs, one party talks at a time, turn order is not fixed, length is not

specified, etc.- could be accounted for using Conversational Grammar Sys-

tems. We could conclude, thus, that our framework offers quite consistent

analogies with conversation and that, in general, it could be cqnsidered a

formal language model for Conversation.

Several authors have suggested the suitability of introducing the notion of

multi-agent system in the study of conversation. Grammar Systems Theory

has been defined as a formal framework for describing multi-agent system

at the symbolic level. Therefore, Conversational Grammar Systems could be

seen as another instance of the possible adequacy of using multi-agent systems

in modelling face-to-face interactions.

Of course, the account of conversation we can provide by using a formal

language tool as Conversational Grammar Systems must be necessarily very

simple and general. We cannot pretend to model by means of a mathemati-

cal device small details of conversation. As we have said reiteratively in this

dissertation, formalization means abstraction, simplification and generaliza-

tion. So, our model must be judged as a formal device for conversation that

presents all the oversimplications that characterize formal accounts. But, of

course, such oversimplication does not necessarily mean non-usefulness. In

fact, we think that many interesting results could be obtained from the formal

study of Conversational Grammar Systems, results that could be partially or
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totally translated to conversation and that could provide information difficult

to be reached by a non-formal theory.

We can conclude that -due to the presence of features as cooperation, co-

ordination, emergence, dynamism or flexibility, and because of its capacity

of capturing the main elements and mechanisms active in conversation by

means of formal tools- Conversational Grammar Systems could reveal them-

selves as a potential good candidate to account for conversation in terms of

formal languages and, therefore, could be regarded as our second proof of the

applicability of Grammar Systems Theory.

Part IV: Cultural Grammar Systems. In this part we have presented

the third example of applicability of Grammar Systems Theory. Following the

example of fields as Evolutionary Computation -where, starting from genetic

algorithms, cultural algorithms have been proposed- or Artificial Life - where

it has been suggested the idea of Artificial Culture- , and by considering the

application of mathematical and computational devices to the study of cul-

ture, we have posed ourselves the question: could a formal-language-theoretic

model account for cultural evolution? The answer, once more, has been def-

inition of a new variant of Grammar Systems Theory: Cultural Grammar

Systems.

Cultural Grammar Systems should be viewed as a multi-agent system

where agents interact among themselves and with their interrelated environ-

ments. This simple machinery could account, in a formal language fashion,

for the dynamics of cultural evolution, pointing out the difference between

cultural and genetic change and stressing the role of man in the evolution

of culture. Many important traits pointed out by researchers in the field

of cultural evolution seems to be captxired by Cultural Grammar Systems.

This fact suggests the potential suitability of such mechanism in providing a

formal-language-theoretic model for cultural evolution. Among the features

we- are referring to, we could emphasize the following ones:
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• Distinction among culture, genes and environment, pointed out by many

authors, has its counterpart in our definition of genetic system, cultures

and physical environment.

• Key role of man in cultural evolution is also captured in our Cultural

Grammar Systems, where agents are the only responsible for changing

the string that represents culture.

• Differences in rates of evolution between culture and genetics are re-

flected in our model by the different way of changing the states of cul-

ture and genetic systems. Whereas the former evolves thanks to agent

actions, the latter does it by means of its own evolution rules.

• Distinction between culture and behavior is clear in our model where

culture is viewed as a string of symbols while behavior is represented by

agent actions. :

• Interdependence between culture and genetics, this is, influence of cul-

ture in genetics and vice versa, is also reflected in Cultural Grammar

Systems where cultures can weakly influence genetic system, and where

genetics can condition the evolution of culture, via agent actions.

The above facts, as well as other analogies that have been pointed out

in this thesis between the way in which culture evolves and the functioning

of Cultural Grammar Systems, suggest that this model could be considered

-despite its limitations- as a formal-language way to account for cultural evo-

lution.

As in any of the other models we have defined in this thesis, the danger of

postulating a formal language theory for such a huge phenomenon as cultural

evolution is, of course, oversimplification. Nevertheless, although recognizing

the problem of simplification, we think that Cultural Grammar Systems seem
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to account for the basic dynamics of cultural change. A sign of such potential

adequacy is that our model is able to capture by means of formal languages

tools many of the features pointed out in the literature of cultural evolution,

as we have seen above.

We can conclude, once more, that Cultural Grammar Systems, despite its

simplicity, generality and abstraction, could be considered a formal-language-

theoretic model for cultural change. If Eco-Grammar Systems have been con-

sidered as a tool to formalize real life-like features of an ecosystem, Cultural

Grammar Systems could be regarded as a device to formalize cultural aspects

and, therefore, as another instance of the possible applicability of Grammar

Systems Theory.

We have started this thesis by posing two questions:

• Can Grammar Systems Theory be applied to specific matters or it is

only a good framework from the formal point of view?

• Can Grammar Systems Theory model real phenomena?

Research we have carried out in this thesis leads us to conclude that Gram-

mar Systems Theory is not only a good framework from a formal language

viewpoint, but that it presents many features that allow it to be applied to a

wide range of issues. The three new variants we have presented here could be

regarded as a small proof of such applicability. Despite simplicity, generality

and abstraction, unavoidable in any formal model, the three new variants we

have presented in this thesis demonstrate that Grammar Systems Theory of-

fers suitable tools to model real phenomena. So, the answer to the two above

questions is Yes. Grammar Systems can be applied to specific matters and it

can model real phenomena.

In this thesis we have shown that due to its traits Grammar Systems The-

ory could reveal itself as a really useful tool in the study of natural languages.
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We have seen how those features make feasible to think in Grammar Systems

approaches to the architecture of grammar, conversation and, even, language

change. The same characteristics facilitate the application of the theory to

the field of cultural change, being in this way in the line of fields as Evolu-

tionary Computation or Artificial Life, where in the last years the notion of

culture has been widely used. Of course, linguistic and cultural matters are

just two examples of the possibilities of this new theory. The great impor-

tance of notions as cooperation, coordination, parallelism, or distribution in

Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence and other related fields leads us to

think that Grammar Systems, giving a grammatical account of such concepts,

could be a suitable tool to be applied in those areas.

If Formal Language Theory has been applied to several practical fields

and has offered interesting results, we could conclude that Grammar Systems

Theory, that combines all the qualities presented by its 'older sister' plus some

interesting advantages, has ahead a wide range of possibilities to be found.

This thesis has aimed to be a small contribution in such huge and promising

task of applying Grammar Systems Theory.
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Chapter 24

Future Work

Research in Grammar Systems has centered mainly in the theoretical study

of the theory. Since that 1988, in which the theory was first introduced,

many work has been done. New' variants of Grammar Systems have been

proposed and the formal properties of the theory are nowadays well-known.

Proof of such intensive theoretical investigation are more than 200 papers, a

monograph [Csuhaj-Varjú et al., 1994a] and a chapter in Handbook of For-

mal Languages [Dassow, Páun fe Rozenberg, 1997]. In contrast with such

vividly research on the theoretical aspects, applications of the theory have

been hardly investigated. This thesis has been an attempt to adduce a proof

of the potential applicability of Grammar Systems Theory. Our research has

concentrated on the fields of natural languages and cultural evolution. But,

as we have already said, those are just two examples of the possibilities Gram-

mar Systems have. Much work remain to be done in the ambit of applications

of this theory and, given the properties this mathematical theory presents,

we are almost sure that this research line could provide interesting results in

the near future.

In this thesis we have defined three new variants of Grammar Systems,

namely Linguistic, Conversational and Cultural Grammar Systems. Since our
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aim here has been to show the applicability of Grammar Systems Theory, we
have not undertaken the formal study of such variants. As we have said in the

introduction, no word about generative capacity, descriptional complexity, or
any other formal aspect of the models we have presented, has been included

in our dissertation. However, it would be very interesting to know which the
formal properties of such three new variants of Grammar Systems are. We
have tried to show that those three new models could be suitable to describe

the matters they have been built for, now it remains for mathematicians and

formal language theorists to say whether they are also interesting from the

formal language theoretical point of view.

Another interesting research direction could be to go deeply in the study

of the three formal frameworks we have defined. We could extend our models
by adding new definitions to account for matters we have ignored in each

of them. And, of course, we could try to directly apply them to some real
instances of the issues they model.

In the case of Linguistic Grammar Systems it could be worth to check
how they work when some specific content is defined for each module. If our
model has reached its initial aim, it should reveal itself as a suitable tool
independently on which syntactic, semantic, phonological... theory we choose.

As interesting as the content of modules is to determine the content of weak

codes, which information deserves a weak code in the system and how such
homomorphism should be specified. In few words, to fill in the slots of such

generic tool we have defined, and to check whether it actually provides the

good results that are expected from its suitable features are the most urgent

tasks.

In what refers to Conversational Grammar Systems, an open re-

search direction could be to extend the model by adding tools to account for

mechanisms in conversation that we have not considered: entrance/exit of

participants, idea of team to account for 'two party' conversations, schism of
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one conversation into more than one, etc. Attempting to model real conversa-

tions in terms of Conversational Grammar Systems and, mainly, translating

results obtained from the formal study of the framework to conversation are

two strong challenges to be faced in the near future.

Regarding Cultural Grammar Systems, enlarging the model in order

to overcome limitations would be an interesting line of investigation: allowing

agents to belong to more than one culture, allowing influence among agents,

among cultures, among subcultures. Formal definition of situations as slow

evolution, stagnation, lack of change, splitting and convergence of culture,

etc. is also a possible research direction. And, of course, a deep study of the

applicability of Cultural Grammar Systems to description of language change

could provide stimulating results.

As it can be seen, from the list of open problems we have provided above,

many research remain to be done in the area of applications of Grammar

Systems Theory, in general, and in the study of Linguistic, Conversational

and Cultural Grammar Systems, in particular. The results we have obtained

in this thesis are encouraging and stimulate us to continue working on this

promising formal language theory and on its applications.
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Appendix

Cooperating Distributed Grammar Systems

The following example has been extracted from [Csuhaj-Varjú et al., 1994a]

in order to illustrate the way of functioning of CD Grammar Systems1.

Example 24.0.1 Consider the following CD Grammar System.

where

N={S,S',A,B,A',B>},

T = {a,6,e},

G1 = {A -»• aA'b, B -> cB', A -»• ab, B -> c},

G2 = {S -> S", 5" ~+ AB, A' -» A, B' -> B}.

We obtain
1Since the definition of CDGS given in [Csuhaj-Varjú ei al., 1994a, p. 31] is slightly

different from the one we have offered in Definition 2.2.1, p. 25, we will make some small

modifications in the example in order to make it fit with our definition of CDGS.
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n

1}, fc>l,
L2(r) = L>2(r) = {anbncn I n > 1),

Lfc(r) = L>fc(r) = 0, /or fc > 3.

Lets check Lt(T] and Li(T). The derivation starts with

Q v c' v / IDO i' O f /1X3

using rules from component G%. Now we have to use G\ in order to continue

derivation. One of the following cases holds:

Case 0. AB =4>2 abc

Case 1. AB =>2 abcB'

Case 2. AB =¿>2 aA'bc

Case 3. AB =^2 aA'bcB'.

In Case 0, derivation has been terminated. Let us consider first derivation

in t-mode. In Case 1, we can continue, only in the following way:

abcB' * abccB' =^ abccB =^ abc3B' =»* abc3B

•^B' =>* abcr~lB =>* abcr.

abcB

Analogously, in Case 2 only words and all words of the form arbrc, r > 2

can be generated.

In Case 3, we have to continue with rules A' —>• A, B' —» B. This yields

to aAbcB. Using rules from G\ we obtain one of the following strings:

aVc2,
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a2A'b'2c2,

In all these cases we derive a word with the same structure as in previous

cases, only the power of terminal letters is changed from 1 to 2. Therefore,

Let consider now derivation in 2-mode. In Cases 1 and 2, derivation is

blocked since we can apply only one rule of G<¡. Therefore correct derivations

are of the form:

S =>2 AB =^ aA'bcB' =^2 aAbcB =^ a2A'b2c*B' =>2 a2Ab2c*

Therefore

L2(T) = {anbncn | n > 1}

CDGS with External Control

We will offer an example from [Cstihaj-Varju et al, 1994a] in order to show

how CDGS with External Control work.

Example 24.0.2 Consider the following CD Grammar System

r =

where
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T = {a, 6, c},

G! = {A -» aA'b, B -> cJ?', A -» a&, B -> c),

G2 = {5 ̂ 5', S1 -» AB, A' -+ A, B' -> B}.

and let consider the following two graphs

U U'

As we have seen in the example presented in p. 495, derivation has to start

with at least two applications of productions from G% and it is impossible to

apply three rules of one component in a row. Thus we obtain,

= Lf (r) = 1%' (r) =

L? (r) =

0, k > 3,

> 2,

Lu
<k = {anbncm | n > 1, m > 1}, k > 2,

= {an6ncn I n > 1}.

CDGS with Internal Control

Also from [Csuhaj-Varjú et al., 1994a] lias been extracted the following ex-

ample that illustrates the functioning of CDGS with Internal Control.
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Example 24.0.3 Consider the following CD Grammar System of type (a, re)

F — (T, GI, C/2, Grs, 6rr4, -

where

= {a,6,c},

'a = (JVi,2i,.Pi), where

aAC}, pi = (0,

, where

- P2 = {A -4 6A', C -)• C", C" -»• C"'}, /»2 = ({C"}, {A, C7}),

3 = ^3,23,^3),

- P3 == {A' ̂  A, C" -. c,

G4 = (N4,T4,P4), where

- T4 = {a,&,c})

- P4 = {A -»• 6, C -» c};>4 = (0, {A, C}).
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Since start conditions TT¿ are of type a for 1 < i < 4 we omit them.

Let see how the derivation works. Since B is the axiom we have to start

with the first component GI and we have to use it as long as B is present.

We obtain

B --•->• aABC =>• (aAYBC2 - > . . . -'-^> (aA)n~lBCn~^ -- > (aA)nCn.

Let us consider now a word of the form

(1) (abmA)nCn'cn"' with m < n", n' + n" = n

(Notice that the word derived above corresponds to m — n" = O, n' = n).

To such a word only components GI and G± can be applied, and since

these components can only stop if at least one C' is generated from some C,

n1 > 1 has to hold. Assume we apply G&, we .obtain

(abmA)nCn'cn" =^ (a6m+1)ncn'+n" = (a6m+1)ncn,

with m + 1 < n" + 1 < n" + n' = n.

Now assume that we apply GI. We have to use its productions as long as

A or C is present. Thus, we obtain

(abm+lA'}n(C")ni(C'}n2cn",

with rij + n2 = n', n^ > 1. Now we can apply only rules from G$ obtaining

with m +1 < u" + «2, ^i + «2 + n" = n> This word has the structure given in

(1) and the process can be iterated. The restriction concerns the fact that, in

general, a permutation of w = (C"')ni (C")n2 cn" or v = Cnicn"+na instead of
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w j v j respectively, is generated. But in the general case cn is also generated.

Thus we obtain only words of the form (abm)ncn with n > m > 1. On the other

hand it is .easy to produce (abm)ncn for arbitrary n,m satisfying n > m > 1.

Hence

L(T) = {(abm)ncn | n > m > 1}.

CDGS with Memories

From [Csuhaj-Varjú et a/., 1994a], we extract the following example in order

to illustrate the way of functioning of CDGS with memories.

Example 24.0.4 Consider the following CDGS with memories

where

, where

= {(e, (0, 0) : S -> XaYbZc, e,#,e,e),

, where
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T2-{a,ò,c},

P2 = {(#,{0, 0) : Y

r3, P3),

T3 = {a, ó, c},

, £,#),(#, (0, 0) : Y

We start the derivation with a the initial configuration (S,e,e,e}and by

applying the first rule of G\

Now we can apply the second or the third rule of G\. Let apply the non-

terminal rule

Now, the content of G\ memory prevents us from applying again this compo-

nent. The only component that can be applied now is G%

(XaaYbbZc, e,e,#)

Now, GS is the only component that can be applied

(XaaYbbZc, e, e, #) =^o3 (XaaYbbZcc, #, e, e)

From this point, we have to use G\, we can use both the terminal and the non

terminal rule. Let use the non-terminal one again
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(X aaYbbZ ce, #,£,

We are constrained now to use

(XaaaYbbZcc, e, #, e)

?1 (XaaaYbbZcc,e,#,e]

(XaaaYbbbZcc, e, e,

The only component that can be applied to the above string is Gz

(XaaaYbbbZcc,£,s,#) =^o3 (XaaaYbbbZccc,#,e,e)

We could iterate the process as many times as we would like or we can apply

terminal rules from G\,Gi, GS in the following way:

(XaaaYbbbZccc, #, e, e) =/-GI (aaaaYbbbZccc, £, ̂ , e) =^o2

(aaaabbbbZccc, e, e, ̂ t) ^=^o3 (aaaabbbbcccc,e,e,e)

It is clear that we obtain

n

CDGS with Registers

From [Csuliaj-Varjú eí a/., 1994a], we extract the following example in order

to show how CDGS with Registers work.

Notice that in the example we will not give an explicit definiton of the

mappings, we will present a rule p = A —>• w € PÍ as a pair (A —* w, Vi(p)).
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Example 24.0.5 Consider the following CDGS with one additive register:

= (T,C?1,C?3,t;1,t;2,5),

with

, Pi) and G2 = (T2, JV2, P2), wfcere

P2 = aB, 1), (B

L), (A -»• 6A, -1), (A -» 6B, -1)},

, 1), (C-*5C7,-1),(C7->&,-!)}.

Any derivation in T has to start with an application of PI and it has the

form

(on66-1A,l)(anbA, n - 1) =*• (an62A, n - 2)

=^- (an6n
JB,0),

Since we have to stop with the value 0 in the register, and in order to

continue (with P-¿) we have to introduce B in the last step. The we apply P%

that yields

(anbnB, 0) =$> (anbnaB, Ï) =$• t.. => (anbnam~lB, m-l)=>

(anbnamC,m] => (anbnambC,m - 1) =* . . . =» ' (an6nom6m-1Cf,'l) =*

(ano"am6m,0),

This implies

= {anbnambm \ n > l,m >
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Hybrid CD Grammar Systems

To illustrate the functioning of Hybrid CD Grammar Systems we will present

an example extracted from [Dassow, Pàun fe Rozenberg, 1997].

Example 24.0.6 Let consider a Hybrid CDGS as follows.

where

= {a,b,c},

We have to start by using component PI obtaining the following:

S=ï(AB)mX

for m > I. From this moment the rules S — >• ABS,S — >• ABX will never

be used again. The component P3 cannot be used for strings containing X,

because derivation cannot be correctly terminated in t-mode. Using P^ means

either to replace two occurrence of A by a, or to replace X by Y and one

occurrence of A by a. In thé latter case, using P\ we can replace Y by X

in such a way that the use of P-¿ can be iterated. Therefore, any number of
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occurrences of A can be replaced by a. In order to use PS we have to replace

X by Y. By PS each occurrence of B will introduce a symbol b and the

nonterminal C. In order to use PS again we have to use first PI, thus turning

each C back to B and each Y back to X, and then P% again, in order to

replace X by Y. Consequently, between every two uses of P^, this is between

every two increases of the number of occurrences of b, we have to introduce

at least one occurrence of a. This can be repeated at most m times, where

m is the number of occurrences of A we have started with. This means that

we can produce each sentential form of the type (abnB}mX, with 1 < n < m.

Using Pt we get (a6nc)mc, 1 < n < m. Consequently,

L(r) = {(a6nc)m | 1 < n < m}

Teams

The following example that illustrate the functioning of Teams in CD Gram-

mar Systems has been extracted from [ter Beek, 1996a].

Example 24.0.7 Consider the following prescribed team CD Grammar Sys-

tem with teams of variable size:

where
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P1 = {S -> ABC],

P2 = {A -» aA', A -* a, A' — > aa},

At the beginning of the derivation, there is no difference between mode t0>

ti or t%. All derivations start by applying the first team, which result in the

string ABC

Then the stop condition for all three modes is satisfied and another team can

be used. From ABC only the second team can be used and in either mode this

leads to aA'bB'cC1 or abc or to a string with one or two non terminals. Let

us consider the following case

ABC aA'bB'cC

From now on modesto, t\ andt^ will be considered separately. First consider

mode to. Applying the third team to aA'bB'cC1 results

aA'bB'cC' aAbBcC

or
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aA'bB'cC' =>& aA'bBcC
TÏ 3

Stop condition for mode to is thus satisfied and another team can be applied.

If we apply the second team to aA'bBcC we will obtain a terminal string

aA'bBcC =^2 a3&V

However, applying the second team to aAbBcC will lead to

aAbBcC a

or

aAbBcC

in both cases satisfying the stop condition. This process can be iterated and

it is clear that the generated language becomes

Z,to(r) = {anbncn, ow+16mcm | n > 1, m > 2}.

Consider now mode t±. Applying the third team to aA'bB'cC' we will

obtain

aA'bB'cC aAbBcC

or

aA'bB'cC aA'bBcC

Sixth and seventh components both contain a production that could still be

applied to the sentential form and thus, in both cases, the stop condition for
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PARALLEL COMMUNICATING GRAMMAR SYSTEMS 509

mode ti is not satisfied. Nor can the third team be used any longer. Therefore,

the language generated is

And finally, consider more t%. Applying the third team to aA'bB'cC' results

in

aA'bB'cC aAbBcC

or

aA'bB'cC' >í? aA'bBcC
^f 3

In the former case, the fifth component cannot rewrite the sentential form

and the stop condition for mode. t% is thus satisfied. In the latter case, every

component of the third team can rewrite a symbol from the sentential form

(though not all at the same time) and the stop condition for mode t% is thus

not satisfied. No rewriting step can take place in this case either and the only

way to continue is by rewriting aAbBcC. In a similar fashion as in the case

of mode to this process is iterated and language becomes

Parallel Communicating Grammar Systems

From [Páun, 1995b] we extract the following example that will illustrate tlie

way of functioning of PC Grammar Systems.
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Example 24.0.8 Let consider the following PCGS

T = (N, K, T, (Pa, ft), (Pa, ft), (*s, ft)),

where

Pi = {ft-> aft, ft->a3

We start with (ft, ft, ft). Using the first rule of PI and the unique rules

in P?, and PS, for n > 0 steps, we get

(ft, ft, ft) =»r (anft, 6nft, cnft)

T/ie second rule of P\ can be used

We have a query symbol Q-2, so a communication step must be performed:

5n+15'2 is sent to the first component, replacing Q<¿

2, 6
n+15a, c

n+1ft) =^r (an+367l+1S'2, ft, c
n+153)

From that point we have to perform the following steps

(a"+36il+3c"+2S'3, 6ft, ft) =^r (a
n+36n+3cn+3, 6252, eft)
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We obtain, consequently

L(T) = {anbncn | n > 1}

Notice that strings abc and a262c2 are produced directly by the master com-

ponent PI.

Notice also that due to the fact that there is only one query symbol from

PI to P2 and PZ, the returning and the non-returning modes coincide.

PC Grammar Systems with Renaming

We will offer two examples in order to illustrate the functioning of PC Gram-

mar Systems with Renaming. Both examples have been extracted from

[Paun, 1996b].

Example 24.0.9 Consider a PC Grammar System with Renaming as the

following:

where

N={S1,St},

T={a,b,c},

Pi = {Si -> &, Sl -> Qdh, Q.2][h2,

P2 = {& -> 0^2, ^2 -> a}

hi (a) = 6, ^1(6) = h = a
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= c

Derivation will proceed as follows:

f a „„Q\à\i aaü

•unt/i n > 1

It is easy to see í/iaí we obtain

L(T) = {anbncn | n > 1}

Example 24.0.10 Consider now, the following PCGS with Renaming.

where

— {5*2 — » 0^2, 2̂ — » a}

= c — c
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PCGS WITH COMMUNICATION BY COMMAND 513

Derivation will proceed as follows:

(Si, Si, S3) =* (Si, aSi, bS3) '=*' (Sl, aaS2, bbS3)

(Q2Q3[hi,Q2][hi,Q3],an,bm) =ï (anbmcndm,S2)

with n, m > 1

It is easy to see that we obtain

PC Grammar Systems with Communication

by Command

We will present here an example from [Csuhaj-Varjú, Kelemen &; Paun, 1996].

Example 24.0.11 Let

where

— {Si,S2,S2,S3,S'3,X},

= {a,b,c},

X},
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We start from (Si, 82,83) . A maximal componentwise derivation results

as follows

for some x G {a, 6}*. String xX will be communicated to both the second

and the third component. After that, we will perform another rewriting step

followed by a communication one in which components 2 and 3 will send

their strings to component 1, and component 1 will send its string to both

component 2 and 3. We have something as follows:

(xX, S'i, S3) h (Si,xX, xX) => (yX, xe, xe) h (xcxc, yX, yX) =>

(xcxc, y c, y c),

for some y G {a, 6}*. String xcxc is terminal, hence we have

L(T) = {xcxc | a; G {a, &}*}

From this example follows that by using a very simple PCGS with com-

munication by command with only three right-linear components we are able

to generate a non- context-fee language.

Eco-Grammar Systems

We will offer an example from [Csuhaj-Varjú, 1995] in order to show how

Eco-Grammar Systems work.
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EGO-GRAMMAR SYSTEMS 515

Example 24.0.12 LetTt = (E,Aî) le an Eco-Grammar System where

• .E- (VE,PE) with

- VE = a, •

- PE = {a -> a}

, wifh

- V, = 6,

_> 6},

PI, for every w G V|,

-frb /or ewer?/ u G Vf.

Let the initial state be <TQ = (a, 6). We will proceed by applying the action

rule from RI to one symbol of the environmental string and by rewriting the

symbols that are not affected by the action rule using the rule from P%. At

the same time the string representing the agent will be rewritten by applying

the rule from PI. It is easy to see that the sequence of states Seq(E,a0) will

be the following:

Corresponding languages are:

i>O} and
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